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FAST GPU 3D DIFFEOMORPHIC IMAGE REGISTRATION
MALTE BRUNN∗, NAVEEN HIMTHANI†, GEORGE BIROS†, MIRIAM MEHL∗, AND ANDREAS MANG‡
Abstract. 3D image registration is one of the most fundamental and computationally expensive operations in medical image
analysis. Here, we present a mixed-precision, Gauss–Newton–Krylov solver for diffeomorphic registration of two images. Our
work extends the publicly available CLAIRE library to GPU architectures. Despite the importance of image registration, only a few
implementations of large deformation diffeomorphic registration packages support GPUs. Our contributions are new algorithms
to significantly reduce the run time of the two main computational kernels in CLAIRE: calculation of derivatives and scattered-data
interpolation. We deploy (i) highly-optimized, mixed-precision GPU-kernels for the evaluation of scattered-data interpolation, (ii)
replace Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT)-based first-order derivatives with optimized 8th-order finite differences, and (iii) compare with
state-of-the-art CPU and GPU implementations. As a highlight, we demonstrate that we can register 2563 clinical images in less than
6 seconds on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100. This amounts to over 20× speed-up over the current version of CLAIRE and over 30×
speed-up over existing GPU implementations.
1. INTRODUCTION. Image registration (also known as image alignment, warping, or matching) is
an important task in medical image analysis [75]. It is used in computer aided diagnosis and clinical
population studies. A comprehensive overview can be found in [31, 59, 60, 75]. The image registration
problem is roughly this: Given two images m0(x) (the template image) and m1(x) (the reference image;
here, x ∈ Ω ⊂ R3), we seek a spatial transformation y(x) such that the deformed template image m0(y(x))
is similar to m1(x) [59]. Registration methods can be classified according to the parameterization for y.
In this paper, we consider methods that belong or are related to large-deformation diffeomorphic metric
mapping (LDDMM) [11, 85]. Such mappings provide maximal flexibility [75]. LDDMM maps are expen-
sive to compute since they are infinite-dimensional. Upon discretization, the number of unknowns for
y is still in the millions. For example, registering two 2563 images requires calculating a 2563 resolution
stationary velocity field v(x)R3 with ≈50 M unknowns. Furthermore, LDDMM registration is a highly
non-linear and ill-conditioned inverse problem [31]. As a result, image registration can take a few min-
utes on multi-core high-end CPUs. As large clinical, cross-center, population-study workflows require
thousands of registrations, reducing the compute time of a single registration to seconds translates to a
reduction of clinical study time from weeks to a few days. GPUs with their inherent parallelism and low
energy consumption are an attractive choice to achieve this goal. However, despite the need for high-
througput computational performance for registration, and the existence of several software libraries for
LDDMM registration, there is little work on highly optimized GPU implementations (see §1.3 below).
1.1. Contributions. Based on the open source diffeomorphic image registration framework CLAIRE [51,
52, 54–56], we introduce a new, optimized, GPU implementation of LDDMM registration. The overall
mathematical formulation and solution strategy remains unaltered from [56]. We propose several mod-
ifications of the differentiation and interpolation kernels, which are the main computational kernels in
CLAIRE. More specifically, our contributions are:
• Interpolation: The first important computational kernel is scattered-data interpolation used for
semi-Lagrangian advection. CLAIRE originally employed a Lagrange-basis cubic interpolation.
We study several alternative methods on GPUs using a combination of pre-filtering, texture, and
polynomial interpolation. We study their accuracy and performance using simple performance
models and vendor performance profiling tools in §3.
• Differentiation: The second important computational kernel is computing derivatives (gradient
and divergence) of 3D images (scalar fields). We introduce a mixed-precision implementation
using 8th order finite-difference (FD8) kernels to replace FFT-based spectral derivatives. In partic-
ular, we replace all first order derivatives that appear in the partial differential equations (PDE)
of our optimality systems. Note that FFTs are still retained for higher-order derivatives and their
inverse. We discuss this in detail in §3.
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• Evaluation: We evaluate the new algorithm on four Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans and
for three different image resolutions. We compare the proposed method with the original CLAIRE
in §4 as well as with the GPU packages PyCA [65] and deformetrica [16, 26]. We discuss these
experiments in detail in §4. Overall, the method is over 20× faster than the original CPU-based
CLAIRE and produces registration maps of similar quality. This speedup does not only reflect
hardware differences but mostly algorithmic changes, some of which could also be implemented
in a CPU version. Furthermore, reducing the accuracy of certain calculations to exploit hardware
acceleration has no negative effects on the quality of the registration.
1.2. Limitations. The original implementation of CLAIRE was built to support the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) for parallelism [36, 55, 56]. Our proposed adaption for GPUs has not been integrated with
MPI yet. This will be subject to future work, in particular the integration of the high-speed GPU interface
NVLink in a multi-node multi-GPU context. Thus, our solver does not scale to the image sizes that can be
handled by CLAIRE. However, this is not an issue for clinical images since typical image sizes fit in a single
GPU∗.
1.3. Related Work. We refer to [31, 59, 60, 75] for recent developments in image registration. Sur-
veys of GPU accelerated solvers can be found in [29, 33, 72]. As mentioned above, this work extends
CLAIRE [36, 52, 54, 56]. Popular (in clinical studies) software packages for deformable registration are
IRTK [66], elastix [46], NiftyReg [58], and FAIR [60]. GPU implementations of (low-dimensional) para-
metric approaches are described in [30, 58, 70, 71]. Fast GPU implementations of (high-dimensional) non-
parametric formulations available in FAIR are presented in [18, 47]. Unlike CLAIRE, these methods do
not guarantee that the computed map y is a diffeomorphism. One possibility to safeguard against non-
diffeomorphic maps y is by augmenting the formulation by hard and/or soft constraints on y [19], which
introduces significant algorithmic complications. Another approach to enable diffeomorphic registration
is to parametrize y via a smooth velocity field v [25, 76]. This approach has been termed LDDMM. The
formulation in CLAIRE is closely related to LDDMM. A key difference is that LDDMM is based on non-
stationary (time-dependent) v but CLAIRE uses stationary v. Other approaches that use stationary v are
described in [2, 3, 42, 49, 50, 79]. There exists a large body of literature on LDDMM-type approaches that,
in many cases, mostly focuses on theoretical considerations [25, 57, 84–86]. There is much less work on
the design of efficient solvers; examples are [3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 64, 79, 87, 88]. Popular software packages for LD-
DMM arediffeomorphic Demons [79], ANTs [5,6], DARTEL [3], deformetrica [15,16,26,32], and PyCA [65]. A
GPU implementation of the diffeomorphic Demons algorithm is described in [23,38]. The runtime reported
in [23] is in the order of 60 s on a Quadro FX 1400 for a dataset of size 1283 [23] (2 s per iteration)†. A multi-
GPU implementation of DARTEL is described in [77, 78]. The work in [88] introduces FLASH, a fast CPU
implementation for LDDMM. It is based on a band-limited spectral discretization targeting low resolution
images to speed up the computations. By truncating the problem to 16 frequencies along each spatial di-
mension, the runtime is reduced from 45 s to under 2 s per iteration, resulting in an overall execution time
of ≈200 s for 100 gradient descent steps. In [39, 40], a (multi-)GPU implementation of the LDDMM ap-
proach described in [45] is presented; the runtime of this solver is in the order of 12 s on a single NVIDIA
Quadro FX5600 for a dataset of size 2563 [40]. In [37], a GPU accelerated LDDMM implementation called
FastReg is introduced. The authors report results for neuroimaging data with an average DICE of ≈0.67
(much smaller than our results) and a runtime of ≈35 s on a GeForce RTX 2080Ti. A GPU implementa-
tion of an LDDMM formulation for point cloud matching (not images) is described in [74]. The software
package deformetrica [16] parametrizes y by a finite set of control points [27]. The gradient is computed
via automatic differentiation [63]. The timings reported in [16] for the registration of an image of size
181× 217× 181, executing 50 iterations, are 102 s and 202 s (Nvidia Quadro M4000) for two variants of
the GPU implementation, respectively. The execution time for the CPU version of deformetrica is ≈10 h
(Intel Xeon E5-1630). The runtime for the GPU variant of PyCA [65] reported in [83] for a 229× 193× 193
neuroimaging dataset is 648 s (Nvidia TitanX (Pascal)). Many of these methods reduce the unknowns by
∗The GPU implementation is for a single GPU only and, therefore, limited by the memory available on the considered card
(NVIDIA Tesla V100 in our case). The typical size for clinical images (magnetic resonance imaging) is approximately 2563 and fits
into memory of a single GPU for the current implementation.
†All timings here are for single-precision calculations, which is typically used in practice. Our results for the proposed method
are for single-precision as well.
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using coarser resolutions, and use algorithms that produce a registration quality that is not as good as
CLAIRE in terms of Jacobians.
Another approach that can speed up image registration is deep learning [8,48,82,83]. As an example,
the training in [82] is performed with PyCA; it takes ≈72 h. After training, the reported runtime for
the registration of 229 × 193 × 193 images is 18.43 s on a single Nvidia TitanX (Pascal) [83], which is
significantly slower than our method. Most importantly, it is unclear how deep learning performs on
unseen clinical datasets.
1.4. Outline. We summarize the overall formulation §2.1 and algorithms §2.2 in CLAIRE. All mate-
rial in §2.1 and §2.2 is discussed in detail in the works [36, 52, 53, 55, 56]. In §2.3, we present the two
main computational kernels, the scattered-data interpolation and the approximation of first-order spatial
derivatives.
2. METHODS.
2.1. Formulation. CLAIRE uses an optimal control formulation. Instead of solving for the LDDMM
y(x), it reformulates the problem for a velocity v(x) that generates y(x). Specifically, given two images
m0(x) (template image; image to be registered to reference image) and m1(x) (reference image), we seek a
stationary velocity field v(x) by solving
minimize
v
1
2
∫
Ω
(m(x, 1)−m1(x))2 dx+ β2
∫
Ω
〈Av(x), v(x)〉dx(1a)
subject to ∂tm(x, t) + v(x) · ∇m(x, t) = 0 in Ω× (0, 1],
m(x, t) = m0(x) in Ω× {0}
(1b)
with periodic boundary conditions on ∂Ω. The PDE constraint in (1b) is the forward problem of our
formulation describing the deformation of the state variable m(x, t). Given a candidate v(x), we model
the geometric transformation of the template image m0(x) by transporting its intensities forward in time.
The first term in (1a) is an image similarity term (without loss of generality, we use the squared L2-
distance). The second term in (1a) is a Tikhonov regularization functional with regularization parameter
β > 0. It is introduced to ensure smoothness of v(x) so that the geometric transformation of m0(x) exists
and is a diffeomorphism. We refer to [10, 11, 17, 21, 80, 85] for a theoretical discussion about uniqueness
and well-posedness of the forward and inverse problem. We follow the default configuration of CLAIRE
and select A to be a vector Laplacian combined with an additional penalty on the divergence of v. We
refer to [52, 56] for details.
2.2. Discretization and Numerical Algorithms. We use a second-order gradient based method to
solve the PDE-constrained optimization problem (1). The gradient is given by the first-order optimality
conditions. We use the method of Lagrange multipliers, and take variations with respect to m, λ (adjoint
variable introduced below), and v. The first-order optimality conditions amount to a set of coupled,
nonlinear, hyperbolic-elliptic PDEs in 4D (space-time). The Lagrangian is given by
L[m,λ, v] = 1
2
∫
Ω
(m(x, 1)−m1(x))2 dx+ β2
∫
Ω
〈Av(x), v(x)〉dx
+
∫ 1
0
∫
Ω
λ(x, t)(∂tm + v · ∇m)dxdt
2.2.1. Optimality Conditions & Reduced Space Approach. The first order optimality conditions of
(1) consist of three equations. First, the forward problem (1b) (variation of L with respect to λ). Second,
the backward in time adjoint problem (variation of L with respect to m):
(2)
−∂tλ(x, t)−∇ · λ(x, t)v(x) = 0 in Ω× [0, 1),
λ(x, t) = m1(x)−m(x, t) in Ω× {1}
with periodic boundary conditions on ∂Ω. Third, the so-called reduced gradient system (variation of L
with respect to v) g(v) = 0, where
(3) g(v) := βAv(x) +
∫ 1
0
λ(x, t)∇m(x, t)dt in Ω.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the computation of the characteristic
in the semi-Lagrangian scheme. We start with a regular
grid at time t + δt and solve for the characteristic y at a
given point x backward in time (green line in the graphic
on the left). The deformed grid configuration is overlaid
onto the initial regular grid at time t. (Figure modified
from [53].)
CLAIRE uses a reduced-space approach, i.e., it iterates on the reduced-space of v: given the current iterate
v(x), it solves for m(x, t) and λ(x, t) using (1b) and (2), and substitutes m and λ to evaluate the gradient
g(v). CLAIRE uses a Newton–Krylov method to solve the reduced gradient system g(v) = 0 for v. We
provide more details in §2.2.3.
2.2.2. Discretization. In CLAIRE, the forward and the adjoint systems of PDEs (1b) and (2) are dis-
cretized in the space-time interval Ω× [0, 1], Ω := (0, 2pi)3 ⊂ R3. All spatial fields are periodic in space
and discretized using N = N1N2N3 equispaced grid points xijk. CLAIRE uses Nt time steps for the for-
ward and adjoint problems and a semi-Lagrangian scheme (see Figure 1) for the transport equations
(see [53, 55]). It is implemented in two steps: (i) the solution of an ODE ∂ty(t) = v(y(t)) in [t, t + δt)
with final condition y(t + δt) = x backward in time to compute the characteristic y along which points
move; (ii) the solution of an ODE along this characteristic y is used to compute the change of a transported
quantity of interest.
Furthermore, CLAIRE uses FFT-based spectral differentiation in several places. The linearized forward
problem requires the gradient operator. The adjoint problem requires the computation of the divergence
operator. The reduced gradient (3) involves A (which is a vector Laplacian), a Leray projection, and a
gradient operator (see [53] for details on the formulation). Spectral differentiation was chosen because it
diagonalizes A. Using a different scheme would introduce significant complications. But the divergence
and gradient operators, which are applied for each time point, do not need to be done with FFTs, and this is
what we exploit in §2.3 to accelerate CLAIRE.
2.2.3. Newton–Krylov Solver. CLAIRE uses a Gauss–Newton–Krylov method globalized with an Armijo
line search to find the root of (3) for v. This separates CLAIRE from many of the existing registra-
tion packages for velocity-based diffeomorphic image registration (see §1.3 for a discussion). Develop-
ing second-order methods for large-scale, nonlinear control problems presents us with numerous chal-
lenges [12–14,44]. If implemented naively, these methods can become computationally prohibitive, despite
their improved rate of convergence.
We iterate on the discretized velocity v ∈ R3N according to
(4) vk+1 = vk + αkv˜k, Hv˜k = −gk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
where H ∈ R3N,3N is the discretized Gauss-Newton Hessian operator (or simply Hessian for the rest of
the paper), v˜k ∈ R3N is the search direction, gk ∈ R3N is the discretized gradient given by (3), αk > 0
is a line search parameter, and k ∈ N is the Gauss–Newton iteration count. To compute v˜k we have
to solve the linear system in (4) at each Gauss–Newton step. We cannot form or store H since it is a
3(N1N2N3)-by-3(N1N2N3) matrix. We invert H iteratively using the preconditioned conjugate gradient
method (PCG) [43]. Applying the Hessian to a vector (we refer to this operation as the Hessian matvec) is
similar to evaluating the gradient in (3); it requires the solution of two PDEs, one forward in time, and one
backward in time. We can split the Hessian operator into two terms, H = A+ H˜, where A ∈ R3N,3N is
the discretized regularization operator A; H˜ ∈ R3N,3N involves inverses of the state and adjoint operators
computed by solving two transport equations. Solving these two PDEs is costly; approximating H−1 using
PCG at every Gauss-Newton step takes over 90% of the runtime of CLAIRE for clinical images [56].
2.3. Computational Kernels. Let us first summarize the overall algorithm. As we just discussed, we
use a Gauss–Newton–Krylov method (4) to solve the reduced gradient system g(v) = 0 for v. The matrix-
free Gauss–Newton Hessian involves solving forward and adjoint hyperbolic PDEs for the linearized (1b)
and (2). If we use Nt time steps, each Hessian matvec requires 2Nt semi-Lagrangian steps, 2Nt gradient
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Table 1: We report the complexity of our solver for the compressible case. We report the number of FFT operators
(#FFTs, split into first order derivatives and other, i.e., higher order or inverse operators) and the number of scattered
data interpolations (#IPs) that need to be performed for evaluating the objective functional, the gradient (notice, that
the evaluation of the gradient requires forward and adjoint PDE solves), and the Hessian matvec (Gauss–Newton
approximation; requires the evaluation of the incremental adjoint and state equations as subfunctions). The first order
operators are either implemented as FFT or finite differences (#FD). We report generic numbers; d ∈ {2, 3} denotes
the dimension of the ambient space (d = 3 in our case) and Nt is the number of time steps (we set Nt = 4). Each
Newton iteration requires the evaluation of the objective and the evaluation of the gradient. Each line search step
requires the evaluation of the objective function. We demonstrated in [36,55,56] (CPU implementation of CLAIRE)
that about 90% of the runtime is spent on evaluating FFTs and the IP model. To reduce the memory footprint of our
solver, we evaluate parts of the gradient and Hessian matvec during the solution of the adjoint operators. The memory
pressure is O((Nt + 7)N1N2N3) for the gradient and O((Nt + 10)N1N2N3) for the Hessian matvec, respectively.
function subfunction symbol #FFTs / #FD #FFTs #IPs
symbol (1st order) (other)
objective functional — — d d + Nt
state equation (SE) m — — d + Nt
gradient g d(Nt + 2) d d + Nt + 1
adjoint equation (AE) λ d — d + Nt + 1
Hessian matvec Hv˜ d(2Nt + 3) d d + (d + 2)Nt + 1
incremental SE m˜ d(Nt + 1) — d + (d + 1)Nt
incremental AE λ˜ d — Nt + 1
operators, and Nt divergence operators. In addition, the Hessian matvec needs A and its inverse, which
are computed as spectral operators using FFTs. All these operators have O(N) complexity per time step,
up to a logarithmic prefactor. The total number of Hessian matvecs is the sum of PCG iterations across
Newton steps. Table 1 lists the number of FFTs and interpolations in more detail. The overall method
is outlined in Algorithm 2.1. The original CLAIRE implementation for CPUs used FFTs for gradients,
divergences, A and A−1, and a highly optimized cubic Lagrange interpolation for the semi-Lagrangian
method [56]. We transformed all computational kernels to GPU architectures, and most importantly, we
introduced several algorithmic innovations to speed-up both derivatives and interpolations. First, we dis-
cuss several options for the interpolation. Second, we replace all gradient and divergence operators with
high-order finite-difference (FD) operators.‡ Notice that we keep the spectral differentiation for high-order
differential operators, since we need to evaluate their inverses in our solver (spectral preconditioner and
Leray projection). Computing their inverses can be done efficiently in the spectral domain; for FD it would
require linear solves. We show that, for the given image resolution and floating point accuracy, replacing
the spectral methods with high-order FD discretizations allows us to maintain accuracy but significantly
increase efficiency on GPUs. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first group to implement this type
of mixed-precision code in a hardware and resolution adaptive way. Again, the spectral differentiation
is kept for evaluating A (and its inverse to avoid an additional need for linear solvers); the GPU imple-
mentation of the proposed method employs a hybrid differentiation scheme that uses both FFTs and finite
differences.
2.3.1. GPU Interpolation. The semi-Lagrangian scheme requires costly interpolation of velocities and
scalar image fields along backward characteristics as shown in Figure 1. CLAIRE uses Lagrange-based
cubic interpolation. GPUs provide two technologies that we exploit in our schemes: texture fetches and
hardware support for trilinear interpolation (although not fully single-precision). In addition to these
modifications, we also consider another change: switching from Lagrange cubic to B-spline cubic interpo-
lation. The generic formula for interpolating at an off-grid point x := (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 is given by
f (x1, x2, x3) =
d
∑
i,j,k=0
cijkφi(x1)φj(x2)φk(x3),(5)
where cijk ∈ R are scalar coefficients associated with each grid point, d ∈ N is the polynomial order, and
‡We note that low-order (first and second order) FD (and finite volume) operators are a common choice in image registration [59,
60].
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Algorithm 2.1 Basic algorithm for a Gauss–Newton-Krylov step (4) in CLAIRE to solve the reduced gradient
system g(v) = 0 for v.
loop root of (3) . Newton method (g(v) = 0)
ObjectiveFunctional(v) . as defined in (1a)
m← StateEquation(v, m0) . (1b)
Gradient(v) . (3)
λ← AdjointEquation(v, m, mR) . (2)
loop KrylovSolver(v˜, eK) . solve (4)
HessianMatVec(v˜) . βAv˜+ ∫ λ˜∇m dt
m˜← IncStateEquation(v, v˜) . ∂tm˜ + v · ∇m˜ + v˜ · ∇m = 0
λ˜← IncAdjointEquation(v, m˜) . −∂tλ˜−∇ · vλ˜ = 0
Preconditioner(r)
β−1A−1r
loop LineSearch(α)
ObjectiveFunctional(v+ αv˜)
m← StateEquation(v+ αv˜, m0)
v← v+ αv˜ . Newton step
φi(x1), φj(x2), φk(x3) are the basis functions. For Lagrange interpolation, the coefficients equal the grid
values (cijk = fijk), and the φ’s are the Lagrange polynomials. We use third order cubic (d = 3) but we
also consider first-order trilinear interpolation (d = 1) since GPUs offer hardware acceleration for it. So,
we need to evaluate a set of 64 (cubic) or 8 (linear) grid values fijk. However, there are other options. For
example, we can use uniform B-splines for φ. In that case, the coefficients cijk are non-local—they depend
on all grid values fijk unlike the Lagrange case [69]. Below we give the implementation details for the
different schemes.
• GPU-TXTLIN: Here we use NVIDIA’s libraries for trilinear interpolation [1, 73]. It is efficiently
performed using NVIDIA’s hardware-accelerated texture units (using the tex3D() function). The
texture units store the coefficients of the trilinear interpolation in 9-bit precision and return the
result in single precision. We observed some effects in the registration quality in terms of smooth-
ness of the deformation and the overall mismatch—especially in lower-resolutions or when the
image has high frequency components.
• GPU-LAG: This is our baseline since it represents a direct translation of the existing algorithm
in CLAIRE to GPUs. The cijk values required to evaluate f are ordered lexicographically. This
ordering results in non-coalesced memory accesses that reduce performance. To partially improve
this, we use the texture function tex3D() as a table lookup to access cijk and evaluate (5). We
remark that we use the texture memory only for look ups and not for trilinear interpolation.
• GPU-TXTLAG: This is also a cubic Lagrange interpolation but now we use texture-based interpo-
lation (as opposed to using textures as a table lookup), and thus the accuracy is reduced compared
to GPU-LAG. However, in our experiments we don’t observe any significant difference in the ac-
curacy. The algorithm is based on the same principle as presented in [68]. Instead of doing eight
weighted trilinear interpolations, we do 27 weighted trilinear interpolations at off-grid points. The
different number of trilinear interpolations arises due to differences in the Lagrange and B-spline
polynomials. Nevertheless, because of hardware acceleration, GPU-TXTLAG significantly outper-
forms GPU-LAG.
• GPU-TXTSPL: The algorithm we use is exactly the one presented in [68]. The implementation
is based on the open source library [67], with a major modification related to pre-filtering. We
replaced the pre-filter in [67] with a finite convolution inspired by [20]. The pre-filtering to com-
pute the coefficients cijk then becomes a 15-point axis aligned stencil operation on fijk and is
implemented using the FD scheme used in the CUDA SDK example [41]. We also modified the
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code to support periodic boundary conditions. Then, following [68], we use eight weighted tri-
linear (8× 8 fijk) interpolations to compose the cubic B-spline interpolation. These interpolations
require eight texture fetches at off-grid points. Overall, GPU-TXTSPL significantly outperforms
GPU-TXTLAG.
2.3.2. GPU Derivatives. The CPU CLAIRE uses FFTs to perform spatial differentiation [36]. Since
our functions are periodic, all such operators are diagonal in the spectral domain. But in the proposed
GPU implementation, we use an FD scheme that is more accurate (only for the given resolutions—not
asymptotically) and faster than FFTs (see §3).
• Finite Difference Scheme: In particular, we use an 8th order central difference scheme to evaluate
first-order partial derivatives for the gradient and divergence operators. To evaluate the partial
derivative at a regular grid point, we require nine axis-aligned function evaluations fijk. We
load the grid values fijk from global memory to a shared memory tile and then evaluate the
finite difference stencil. The derivative evaluations in the x1, x2 and x3 spatial dimensions are
independent of each other. Our implementation is the same as the CUDA SDK finite difference
code [41] except that our implementation works for general grid sizes and supports periodic
boundary conditions.
• FFT (Spectral Differentiation): CLAIRE uses AccFFT [34, 35], which supports MPI for both CPU
and GPUs. Here, we just use cuFFT [62] as we focus on a single GPU implementation. When we
use FFTs for gradient and divergence operations we compute 3D FFTs. This avoids an explicit
transpose operation on the data and misaligned memory accesses. Additionally, 3D FFTs reduce
the number of memory accesses of the spectral data from global device memory. For the gradient
all partial derivatives can be computed with only a single read and three write operation per
element (instead of 3 + 3 as for one-dimensional FFTs). Similarly, the divergence operator only
needs a single store operation after summing all partial derivatives.
3. KERNEL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS. In this section, we evaluate the performance of interpola-
tion (IP) and finite difference (FD) kernels. We calculate their arithmetic intensity (or simply ‘’intensity‘’)
defined as the ratio of FLOPS (total floating point operations) to MOPS (total memory operations). We
compare the kernel intensity to the device intensity. If the kernel intensity is less than the device intensity
(peak floating point performance divided by peak device memory bandwidth), then the kernel is memory
bound, otherwise it is compute bound. This is a simplification of the roofline model [81] since here we
do not account for the cache hierarchy and latency effects. We also perform benchmark experiments to
identify performance ceilings for our kernels.
As reference system for the CPU code, we used a two-socket Intel Skylake system. It is equipped with
two Xeon Gold 5120 with a maximum frequency of 2.20 GHz and a maximum bandwidth of 107.30 GB s−1
with a TDP of 105 W per socket. We used a 32GB NVidia Tesla V100 with a memory bandwidth Bmax
of 900 GB s−1 and a TDP of 300 W for GPU experiments. The V100 is part of a two socket IBM Power9
system featuring NVLink as inter-device bus. Our implementation is in C++ and CUDA, and uses the
PETSc library [9] for the Gauss–Newton–Krylov solvers.
3.1. Cubic Interpolation Kernel. Both cubic and linear IP are memory bound. The IP kernel has two
main inputs: the target point coordinates (3N floats), and the grid point scalar values (N floats). The
output is the scalar field at the target points (N floats). Thus, the total MOPS is five floats (20 B) per target
point. Formula (5) applies to both B-spline and Lagrange interpolation: the value at each target point
depends on 64 regular grid values for cubic and 8 for trilinear interpolation, and these are not contiguous
in memory.
Assuming an infinite amount of fast memory and ignoring latency cost, an analytic calculation of
the FLOPS for each kernel gives the arithmetic intensity that shows that the kernels are memory bound.
We overestimate the analytic intensity because we assume that all cijk values in (5) are loaded exactly
once from device memory, which will typically not be the case, unless the memory accesses are fully
coalesced. We evaluate performance using an effective bandwidth in GB/s defined as (bw+br)tx109 , where br
and bw are the kernel loads/stores in bytes and t is the kernel total run time. We tuned the threadblock
configuration to obtain optimal performance for the interpolation kernel. We used a one dimensional
threadblock configuration with 256 threads for all our experiments. We perform two experiments for a
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Table 2: Experiment 2: Comparison of arithmetic ‘’intensity‘’ for two interpolations with N = 2563 on an NVIDIA
Tesla V100. For the analytic ‘’FLOPS‘’ value, we assume that each FPADD (add), FPMUL (multiply), FPSP (other
ops like division) is one FLOP, and an FMA (multiply add) is two FLOPS. For GPU-TXTSPL, GPU-TXTLIN
and GPU-TXTLAG, the FLOP count includes the operations required to compute the trilinear interpolation done
internally by the texture unit. For the analytic ‘’MOPS‘’, we assume that each fijk value is loaded only once from
the device memory. (Thus, all kernels have the same MOPS since the fact that we use linear versus cubic doesn’t
matter for this simple model.) The intensity value is computed as the ratio of FLOPS/MOPS. For the experimental
“FLOPS”, we make the same assumption as for the analytic “FLOPS”, but here the FLOP count is obtained from
the NVidia Visual Profiler. The experimental “MOPS” are also obtained from the visual profiler and are the sum
of the total number of bytes read from and written to the GPU device memory by the L2 cache. GPU-TXTSPL?
corresponds to GPU-TXTSPL w/o prefilter.
Analytic Experimental
Kernel FLOPS MOPS intensity GFLOPS GMOPS intensity bound by
PRE-FILTER 22 8 2.75 0.37 0.14 2.64 memory
GPU-TXTLIN 30 20 1.50 0.10 0.34 0.30 memory
GPU-LAG 221 20 11.05 3.66 1.55 2.36 memory
GPU-TXTLAG 482 20 24.10 3.00 0.34 8.94 memory
GPU-TXTSPL? 294 20 14.70 2.97 0.27 10.86 memory
NVIDIA Tesla V100 14 000GFLOPS/s 900GB/s 15.56
Table 3: Performance of the overall semi-Lagrangian transport using different interpolation kernels on the V100.
We report runtimes (in seconds) for applying an LDDMM transformation on a real 3D brain MR image using a
semi-Lagrangian scheme. We deform the brain image using a velocity field (generated by registering two images
from a clinical dataset) forward in time, followed by deforming the resulting image backward in time. We then
compare the original image to the resulting image and compute the relative mismatch between the two. CPU-LAG,
GPU-LAG and GPU-TXTLAG have a relative error of 5.3e−2 and 2.4e−2 for N = 643 and 2563, respectively.
GPU-TXTSPL is 2× more accurate, and has a relative error 2.5e−2 and 1.7e−2, respectively. GPU-TXTLIN has
a relative error of 1.2e−1 and 5.5e−2, respectively. We also report wall-clock time for two advection solves, which
incurs 14 interpolation kernel calls in total. The corresponding effective global memory bandwidth is also reported.
The run time and bandwidth reported for GPU-TXTSPL include the overhead of the pre-filter operation. The CPU
Lagrange (CPU-LAG) interpolation kernel is executed on a single intel-skylake node with 24 MPI tasks.
CPU-LAG GPU-LAG GPU-TXTLAG GPU-TXTSPL (w/pre-filter) GPU-TXTLIN
N time time BW time BW time BW time BW
643 16 1.5 50 6.4e−1 115 6.7e−1 240 1.3e−1 552
1283 124 1.1e1 54 4.0 146 2.9 442 8.3e−1 705
2563 1000 8.4e1 56 3.5e1 136 2.2e1 461 6.0 790
localized and for a scattered target point distribution.
3.1.1. Experiment 1—Localized target points. As we discussed, each target point requires a set of cijk
values. To isolate the memory issues related to streaming the target points, we conducted a run in which
all target points use the same 64 grid values for interpolation. This ensures full reuse of regular grid values
among targets and provides an upper limit for the performance of the kernel. We run this test on the
GPU-LAG and GPU-TXTSPL kernels. The performance of GPU-TXTLAG is somewhere in between and
we omitted it in these runs. In this model the MOPS change. We only read and write 4N floats, and read
64 grid values for all points. Since all thread blocks need to read these values, the number of total MOPS
(in bytes) is equal to 4 ∗ (4N + 64 ∗ #threadblocks). We use this to estimate an upper performance bound.
It is important to note here that the number of threadblocks only matters for a theoretical estimate without
accounting for cache effects. In experimental runs, since all threadblocks are accessing the same set of 64
grid values, they will be cached. Hence, different threadblock configurations will not significantly affect
the kernel performance, except for extremely small threadblocks where latency effects are dominant.
• GPU-LAG Kernel (w/shared memory): All CUDA thread-blocks load the same set of 64 cijk
values from device memory and store them in the on-chip shared memory for reuse. All threads
evaluate the result at their corresponding target points using the data available in shared memory
and then apply (5). Using the MOPS estimate from above (and the observed timings), we achieve
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Table 4: Experiment 2: Runtime (in seconds) and error of different interpolation kernels on the NVIDIA Tesla
V100. We report the relative interpolation error and the averaged run time for one kernel call in seconds. The
relative interpolation error is given in the `2-norm with respect to an analytically known function. The evaluation is
done on a grid with randomly perturbed grid points. The interpolated function is given by (sin2(8x1) + sin2(2x2) +
sin2(4x3))/3. For this synthetic setup, the measured runtime tsyn (syn) is averaged over 100 interpolations. The
faster variants GPU-TXTSPL and GPU-TXTLIN were also applied to the real data experiments shown in §4. For
those, we also report the per-call duration treg for averaged over all Gauss-Newton iterations. The reported runtimes
include all pre- and post-processing needed for the interpolation method.
N method error tsyn treg
643
GPU-LAG 9.9e−3 1.2e−4 —
GPU-TXTLAG 9.8e−3 7.5e−5 —
GPU-TXTSPL 2.2e−3 1.1e−4 1.1e−4
GPU-TXTLIN 2.6e−2 3.8e−5 2.7e−5
1283
GPU-LAG 7.2e−4 7.4e−4 —
GPU-TXTLAG 7.3e−4 4.1e−4 —
GPU-TXTSPL 1.1e−4 3.6e−4 3.3e−4
GPU-TXTLIN 6.8e−3 1.3e−4 1.4e−4
2563
GPU-LAG 4.7e−5 5.2e−3 —
GPU-TXTLAG 8.7e−5 3.0e−3 —
GPU-TXTSPL 5.0e−5 2.3e−3 2.1e−3
GPU-TXTLIN 1.7e−3 8.4e−4 1.0e−3
an effective bandwidth of 570 GB/s (63.3%Bmax).
• GPU-TXTSPL Kernel: To calculate the effective bandwidth, we assume that each of the 64 cijk
are fetched by the texture exactly once from the device memory. Using this assumption (and the
observed timings), the effective bandwidth for this method is 350 GB/s (39%Bmax). Note that the
reported bandwidth here does not account for the prefilter operation. Also note that, in reality,
textures cannot take significant advantage of the fact that the target points have exactly the same
regular grid dependencies. As a result, there are more memory dependencies (than our MOPS
estimate) and, thus, the observed performance drops—compared to the GPU-LAG kernel.
3.1.2. Experiment 2—Scattered target points. We consider a real distribution (generated via random
perturbation of grid points or actual trajectory backward tracking) of target points (and switch to the
original 20 B/point MOPS model). Here, unlike “Experiment 1”, the implementation of GPU-LAG does
not use shared memory to load target point dependencies. The implementation of GPU-LAG which uses
shared memory to load target point dependencies for the scattered case is future work. However, the
implementation of GPU-TXTSPL remains the same as in “Experiment 1”.
The analytic observation that the interpolation is memory bound result is confirmed by measurements
with the NVIDIA Visual Profiler summarized in Table 2.
For a random distribution of target points, GPU-TXTSPL achieves an effective global memory band-
width of 335 GB/s (37.6%Bmax), which is nearly identical to “Experiment 1”. Hence, GPU-TXTSPL is
insensitive to target point dependencies. In contrast, GPU-LAGs performance drops by a factor of 10 to
56 GB/s because we are no longer making explicit use of shared memory to load and reuse the target
point dependencies. Also note that, once we coupled the GPU-TXTSPL to the overall semi-Lagrangian
scheme in Table 3, the effective bandwidth increases to 461 GB/s, which is slightly over 50% relative to
the peak bandwidth. Finally, in Table 4, we compare the accuracy and time of the four different meth-
ods. The differences in accuracy are somewhat significant only in lower resolutions. Note that we get
different accuracy results for real brain MR images in Table 3. This is expected since the cubic spline
interpolation of GPU-TXTSPL gives better interpolation accuracy than third order Lagrange polynomials
used in CPU-LAG or GPU-LAG in cases where the image resolution is not sufficiently high relative to the
highest frequency in the image. For the synthetic low frequency image lower used in Table 4, Lagrange
polynomials to perform better for higher image resolutions. Here, GPU-LAG gives more accurate results
than GPU-TXTSPL for a 2563 resolution. We compare our new GPU implementation to the original MPI
based CPU version of CLAIRE [56]; the CPU version of CLAIRE does not support OpenMP.
As a byproduct, this analysis also addresses to some extent the following question: would it make
sense to reorder (say in Morton order) the target and grid points in order to achieve better locality (but
possible sacrifice texture memory)? As we show, an ideal ordering would result in 570 GB/s; we observe
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Fig. 2: Accuracy of first order differential operators (gradient and divergence) using FFT and 8th order finite dif-
ferences on a Nvidia Tesla V100 for different problem sizes. We report the L2 error of our operators. The error is
measured using the computed partial derivative in x3-direction of the function sin(ωx3) + cos(ωx3) compared to
the analytical derivative. The error is plotted over the frequency up to the Nyquist frequency. Finite differences are
more accurate for low frequency modes and have an increasing error for higher modes. By replacing FFTs with finite
differences, we trade faster computation (due to a higher data locality and a reduced algorithmic complexity) against
lower accuracy for high frequency modes.
about 460 GB/s for GPU-TXTSPL and conclude that our implementation is nearly optimal.
3.2. Finite Difference Kernel. In our implementation, each CUDA thread block evaluates the deriv-
atives for a 2D tile of data. We refer to the points contained in this tile as inner points. To evaluate the
derivatives at the edge of a tile, we load a set of neighboring points known as halo points. We load the
set of inner points and halo points from device memory to a 2D shared memory tile, evaluate the deriv-
atives, and store the result back to shared memory. The inner points of one thread-block are halo-points
of the adjacent thread-block and are loaded twice. We quantify this experimentally. We first repeat the
FLOPS-MOPS experiment for the FD kernel and observe that the kernel is memory bound.
We compare the bandwidth performance of our general kernel to the parent SDK example. The
SDK code works only for a fixed grid size N = 643 and a 9-point stencil. CUDA SDK reports an effective
bandwidth of 310 GB/s whereas our implementation achieves 212 GB/s. The reported bandwidth includes
the cost of loading halo points. Both values are much smaller than Bmax because the grid size is not large
enough to hide latency. Unlike the SDK example, the CUDA threads on the boundary of the domain
load halo points from global memory instead of shared memory. The observed performance drops due
to the thread divergence caused by reading out-of-bound halo points. For large N, as we show later, this
overhead is greatly reduced as a direct consequence of decreased latency caused by higher occupancy.
We perform a zero-overhead memory copy, i.e., copy within the HBM2 device memory to put an
absolute upper bound on the performance of our implementation. We load each element of an array of
size N = 2563 from the global device memory and store it in another array. The peak performance we
get for this copy routine is 780 GB/s. To quantify the halo points load overhead, we perform another
experiment. Each thread-block loads its inner points and halo points into a 2D shared memory tile and
copies only the inner points back to the output array. The effective bandwidth for this benchmark is
766 GB/s. The reported bandwidth includes the cost of loading halo points. We only lose 1.8% of the
memory bandwidth in comparison to the zero-overhead memory copy experiment. This indicates that
the overhead due to loading of out-of-bound halo points gets smaller as the kernel occupancy increases.
We verify our claims by profiling the kernels using the NVIDIA Visual Profiler. For the smaller grid size
of 643, the kernel is bound by instruction and memory latency, for the larger grids (1283 and 2563) by
memory bandwidth.
4. IMAGE REGISTRATION RESULTS. We evaluate the overall algorithm using four 3D MRI im-
ages. We study convergence behavior, time-to-solution, and registration accuracy for several algorithmic
variants of computational kernels available in our new GPU implementation of the CPU software CLAIRE.
We compare with two popular GPU packages for LDDMM registration. The purpose of this section is
to show that (a) our new (mixed-precision) GPU implementation yields the same registration accuracy as
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Table 5: Runtime (in seconds) of first order differential oper-
ators (gradient and divergence) using FFT and 8th order finite
differences (FD8) on a NVIDIA Tesla V100 for different prob-
lem sizes. We report the runtime in s per kernel call averaged
over the whole registration run from experiments shown in §4
including all pre- and post-processing needed.
N Operator FFT FD8
643 grad 1.7e−4 3.6e−5div 1.7e−4 3.9e−5
1283 grad 6.0e−4 1.4e−4div 5.7e−4 1.6e−4
2563 grad 4.1e−3 9.4e−4div 3.8e−3 1.2e−3
Table 6: Variants of combinations of computational
kernels and the respective tag used in this work. IP
stands for interpolation and FD8 for finite difference
operators of 8th order.
Tag Variant
cpu-fft-cubic FP32, CPU, FFT, cubic IP
gpu-fft-cubic FP32, GPU, FFT, cubic IP
gpu-fd8-cubic FP32, GPU, FD8, cubic IP
gpu-fd8-linear FP32, GPU, FD8, trilinear IP
our CPU implementation of CLAIRE [56] and (b) to compare our method against GPU implementations of
other groups.
4.1. Data and Setup.
4.1.1. Images. We report results for the NIREP (Non-Rigid Image Registration Evaluation Project) data,
a commonly used data set to evaluate the performance of deformable registration algorithms [22]. NIREP
consists of 16 rigidly aligned T1-weighted magnetic resonance neuroimaging MR scans (na01–na16) of
different individuals. The original resolution is 256× 300× 256 voxels. Each scan is annotated with a label
map that identifies 32 gray matter regions [22]. We select four scans from this data set, na01 as reference
image and na02, na03, and na10 as template images, respectively. The initial DICE coefficient (spatial
overlap index) for the union of the gray matter regions of the template images versus the reference image
is 0.55, 0.50 and 0.48, respectively. A perfect matching would correspond to a value of 1.00. Currently, we
only support image sizes N1N2N3 dividable by 256. We resampled the data sets to grid sizes of 643, 1283,
2563, and 3843, using a linear and a nearest-neighbor interpolation model for the image data and the label
maps, respectively.
4.1.2. Numerical & Floating Point Accuracy Parameters. Unless specified otherwise, we use the de-
fault solver parameters from [54] for the Gauss–Newton–Krylov solver. For regularization we use the
default of CLAIRE, H1-div—an H1-seminorm with an additional penalty on the divergence of the velocity.
In all runs, we use a target regularization parameter β = 5e−4 selected based on experiments reported
in [56]. We execute the proposed solver with a parameter continuation scheme for the regularization pa-
rameter β. This scheme is describe in detail in [51]. We set the parameter for the penalty for the divergence
of v to 1e−4.
• Convergence Criteria: As a stopping criterion for the optimizer, we use a tolerance of 5e−2 for
the relative reduced gradient (3) together with a maximal number of Gauss–Newton iterations of
50 (never reached in our experiments). We use a superlinear forcing sequence for the Newton-
Krylov solver (inexact Newton solve; see [24, 28] for details) and set the maximum number of
iterations for the PCG (used to compute the search direction; see §2) to 500 (never reached in our
experiments). We globalize our Gauss–Newton–Krylov method using an Armijo line search [61].
• Interpolation: We consider different interpolation methods to evaluate the value of variables at
off grid locations within our semi-Lagrangian scheme (see §2). In particular, we select either a
linear or a cubic interpolation scheme. For cubic interpolation, we use GPU-TXTSPL as proposed
in §2.3.
• First Order Derivatives: For the calculation of first order derivatives, we compare the FFT-based
scheme and the 8th order finite difference (FD8) scheme as proposed in §2.
• Floating Point Accuracy: Our new implementation uses single precision (FP32). For validation,
we compare against results achieved with the CLAIRE CPU implementation in single precision.
We summarize our settings in Table 6.
4.1.3. Performance Metrics. We report two groups of metrics: To assess computational performance,
we report runtimes. To assess accuracy of the results, we report the relative mismatch ‖m( • , 1) −
m1‖2/‖m1 − m0‖2 of the template image m0(x), the reference image m1(x), and the transformed tem-
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plate image m(x, 1) given by the forward problem (1b) as well as the DICE coefficient (overlap) between
the union of the gray matter labels associated with the data sets. This enables an assessment of how well
anatomical structures identified by expert observers are aligned after registration. For a perfect matching
the value is 1.00§. To measure the quality of the computed deformation map, we report min, mean and
max values of the determinant of the deformation gradient det F, F ∈ R3,3. The mapping is locally non-
diffeomorphic if the determinant of the deformation gradient changes sign or is zero. In general, if det F
is either very small (but still positive) or very big, the LDDMM mapping is of poor quality. In our case,
det F is between 0.5 and 10, which indicates excellent registration quality.
To assess the (rate of) convergence of our solver, we report the relative gradient norm ‖g‖rel :=
‖g?‖2/‖g0‖2, where g? is the gradient of the optimization problem after convergence and g0 is the gradient
for the initial guess v = 0. We also report the number of iterations for the Newton-Krylov solver and the
total number of Hessian matvecs (application of the Hessian to a vector; the smaller the better; see §2).
4.2. Results. Next, we report results for our improved implementation of CLAIRE. We use the same
experimental setup as for the kernel performance analysis in §3.
4.2.1. Performance Analysis of the Proposed Method. Purpose: We study the performance of differ-
ent variants of our solver, i.e., for different combinations of computational kernels.
Results: The results for the experiments described above are reported in Table 7 for image sizes of
643, 1283, 2563, and 3843, respectively. The breakdown of the execution time with respect to the individ-
ual kernels is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3 compares runtimes between the baseline CPU
implementation with the equivalent GPU implementation using FFT for first order derivatives and cubic
interpolation for the semi-Lagrangian scheme. We compare different GPU implementations in Figure 4
(for na02). The maximum allocated memory on the GPU during the experiments was 0.60 GB, 1.30 GB,
6.10 GB, and 20.00 GB for image sizes of 643, 1283, 2563, and 3843, respectively. The maximum allocated
memory on the host CPU was below 2 GB for all GPU experiments and only used for management and
IO purposes.
Observations: The critical result is that we can accurately solve 3D image registration problems for
clinically relevant sizes (2563) on a single GPU in less than 10 seconds (Run #28, Run #32 and Run #36 in
Table 7) for the variant gpu-fd8-linear. The gpu-fd8-cubic approximation is almost as fast while resulting
in lower reduced gradient and similarity than gpu-fd8-linear. We also found that the iteration counts, reg-
istration quality and number of Hessian matvecs remains almost constant as we switch to lower accuracy
regimes. The values for the DICE, the relative mismatch between the deformed template image and the
reference image, and the Gauss-Newton iteration counts are almost identical. We observe slight differ-
ences in the number of Hessian matvecs between implementations, with fewer matvecs typically observed
for gpu-fd8-linear. For all implementations we reach the set tolerance of 5e−2 for the relative reduction of
the gradient.
All implementations produce well-behaved determinants of the deformation gradients. The highest
DICE score is achieved for na02 (0.86, Run #25 and Run #28). For gpu-fd8-linear, we see an increase in
the maximum determinant of the deformation gradient, indicating a slightly more irregular mapping. For
example, for Run #12 or Run #32 in Table 7, the maximum of the determinant of the deformation gradient
increases from 7.54 to 10.52 (14%) and from 7.18 to 7.92 (11%). The speedup between the baseline method
cpu-fft-cubic and gpu-fd8-linear is 8–11 for 643, 16–18 for 1283, and 23–25 for 2563. The gpu-fd8-cubic
variant also performs very well with similar run times and slightly better det F.
For the considered test problems with image sizes 643, 1283, and 2563, the number of Gauss–Newton
iterations remains constant per resolution level with a minimum of 12 and a maximum of 18 Gauss–
Newton iterations. The number of Hessian matvecs increases up to a factor of two as we change resolution
levels, with a minimum of 42 (Run #8) and a maximum of 104 (Run #34 and Run #35). There are several
reasons for the increase in the number of matvecs. First, we can resolve finer details in the velocity and
§The DICE coefficient is a metric that has been widely adopted by the registration community to assess registration accuracy. We
provide a more detailed study in [56]. We note that DICE and mismatch values do not provide a complete picture about registration
accuracy. Other metrics include the Haussdorff distance between the contours of label maps or landmark errors (an example for a
database that considers landmarks to evaluate registration performance is DIRLAB; see www.dir-lab.com). We note that the focus
of the manuscript is on computational performance and not registration accuracy. The accuracy results included in this study serve
as a baseline to compare our improved solver to our past work [56].
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Table 7: Results for registration runs using the proposed method. The experiments for the baseline (fft-cubic) im-
plementation are highlighted in gray. We report for each dataset (from left to right): minimum, mean and maximum
value of the determinant of the deformation gradient det F, the DICE coefficient before and after registration, the
relative mismatch, the relative `2-norm of the gradient, the number of Gauss–Newton iterations until convergence
(#iter), the number of Hessian matvecs (#MV), and the total runtime in seconds. We report results for data grid
sizes of 643, 1283, 2563, and 3843.
det F DICE
run variant data min mean max before after mism. ‖g‖rel #iter #MV time
N = 643
#1 cpu-fft-cubic na02 0.64 1.01 4.14 0.56 0.62 1.1e−2 7.7e−3 12 58 1.82
#2 gpu-fft-cubic 0.63 1.01 3.99 0.62 1.1e−2 9.0e−3 12 58 0.46
#3 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.63 1.01 3.96 0.62 1.1e−2 8.9e−3 12 58 0.34
#4 gpu-fd8-linear 0.64 1.01 5.06 0.63 1.7e−2 1.1e−2 12 54 0.23
#5 cpu-fft-cubic na03 0.63 1.01 8.50 0.50 0.61 8.7e−3 8.0e−3 13 64 1.97
#6 gpu-fft-cubic 0.63 1.02 8.04 0.61 8.6e−3 8.3e−3 13 63 0.54
#7 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.63 1.02 8.01 0.61 8.6e−3 8.2e−3 13 63 0.39
#8 gpu-fd8-linear 0.59 1.02 9.06 0.61 1.4e−2 1.6e−2 12 42 0.18
#9 cpu-fft-cubic na10 0.56 1.03 7.88 0.48 0.68 7.2e−3 1.2e−2 12 48 1.61
#10 gpu-fft-cubic 0.56 1.03 7.48 0.68 7.1e−3 1.3e−2 12 48 0.41
#11 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.56 1.03 7.54 0.68 7.1e−3 1.3e−2 12 48 0.31
#12 gpu-fd8-linear 0.59 1.03 10.52 0.68 9.6e−3 1.3e−2 12 44 0.18
N = 1283
#13 cpu-fft-cubic na02 0.54 1.01 3.99 0.55 0.79 1.7e−2 1.8e−2 14 70 13.36
#14 gpu-fft-cubic 0.54 1.01 3.92 0.79 1.7e−2 1.8e−2 14 73 1.75
#15 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.54 1.01 3.92 0.79 1.7e−2 1.8e−2 14 73 1.25
#16 gpu-fd8-linear 0.58 1.01 4.79 0.80 2.0e−2 1.7e−2 12 63 0.75
#17 cpu-fft-cubic na03 0.48 1.02 8.10 0.51 0.79 1.5e−2 1.8e−2 15 77 14.62
#18 gpu-fft-cubic 0.48 1.02 7.93 0.79 1.6e−2 1.9e−2 15 78 1.86
#19 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.48 1.02 7.94 0.79 1.6e−2 1.9e−2 15 78 1.33
#20 gpu-fd8-linear 0.48 1.02 10.14 0.79 1.6e−2 1.7e−2 13 68 0.81
#21 cpu-fft-cubic na10 0.55 1.04 8.78 0.48 0.78 1.2e−2 1.7e−2 15 84 15.93
#22 gpu-fft-cubic 0.57 1.04 8.86 0.78 1.2e−2 1.6e−2 14 82 1.92
#23 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.57 1.04 8.84 0.78 1.2e−2 1.6e−2 14 82 1.36
#24 gpu-fd8-linear 0.58 1.03 9.98 0.78 1.3e−2 1.7e−2 15 82 0.96
N = 2563
#25 cpu-fft-cubic na02 0.41 1.01 3.62 0.55 0.86 2.9e−2 3.7e−2 14 81 146.69
#26 gpu-fft-cubic 0.41 1.01 3.57 0.85 3.0e−2 3.8e−2 14 81 12.38
#27 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.41 1.01 3.57 0.85 3.0e−2 3.7e−2 14 81 8.66
#28 gpu-fd8-linear 0.43 1.01 3.83 0.86 2.7e−2 3.1e−2 14 75 5.87
#29 cpu-fft-cubic na03 0.47 1.02 6.83 0.50 0.83 2.8e−2 3.6e−2 17 95 169.46
#30 gpu-fft-cubic 0.47 1.00 6.81 0.83 2.9e−2 3.8e−2 17 99 15.09
#31 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.47 1.00 6.79 0.83 2.9e−2 3.7e−2 17 98 10.44
#32 gpu-fd8-linear 0.48 1.00 7.51 0.83 2.6e−2 3.1e−2 17 93 7.22
#33 cpu-fft-cubic na10 0.58 1.04 7.18 0.48 0.82 2.1e−2 3.5e−2 18 103 184.78
#34 gpu-fft-cubic 0.58 1.01 7.08 0.82 2.2e−2 3.8e−2 18 104 16.05
#35 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.58 1.01 7.18 0.82 2.1e−2 3.4e−2 18 104 11.05
#36 gpu-fd8-linear 0.61 1.01 7.92 0.82 2.0e−2 2.9e−2 17 94 7.29
N = 3843
#37 gpu-fft-cubic na02 0.37 0.59 3.78 0.55 0.86 2.6e−2 3.4e−2 16 152 72.82
#38 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.40 0.59 3.55 0.85 3.4e−2 4.3e−2 15 91 31.59
#39 gpu-fd8-linear 0.41 0.59 3.71 0.85 3.1e−2 3.8e−2 15 85 21.69
#40 gpu-fft-cubic na03 0.46 0.60 7.52 0.50 0.84 2.7e−2 4.3e−2 22 201 96.59
#41 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.44 0.60 6.63 0.83 3.3e−2 4.1e−2 18 112 38.72
#42 gpu-fd8-linear 0.45 0.60 6.99 0.83 3.0e−2 3.8e−2 17 98 24.90
#43 gpu-fft-cubic na10 0.59 0.61 7.98 0.48 0.81 2.2e−2 3.8e−2 25 233 111.55
#44 gpu-fd8-cubic 0.55 0.61 7.20 0.80 2.6e−2 4.2e−2 20 117 40.82
#45 gpu-fd8-linear 0.58 0.61 7.49 0.81 2.4e−2 3.7e−2 18 104 26.35
the images, which results in more complicated deformation patterns and by that longer runtimes. Second,
we use a regularization parameter of β = 1e−4 for all resolutions, to be consistent. Given the observed
change of information content, one should in general adapt the regularization parameter according to the
resolution level in real application cases. Our experiments for the image size 3843 have a higher variation
in the number of Newton steps and matvecs. Notice that we use relative tolerances in our algorithm (as
opposed to a fixed number of iterations). Consequently, we expect that differences in numerical accuracy
and changes in the resolution (more frequencies can be resolved) have an effect on the number of iterations
required until convergence.
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Table 8: Registration performance for PyCA [65], deformetrica [26], and the proposed method executed on a V100
and a P100 for three neuroimaging data sets (grid size: 2563). We were not able to execute deformetrica on a
V100 due to issues with the installation. We expect the speedup to be 2× (in accordance with the observations we
have made for the other software packages); deformetrica would still be slower than PyCA. The solvers are executed
with default parameters. We only alter the maximum number of iterations. The defaults are 300 iterations per level
for PyCA (using a multi-resolution strategy with two levels) and 50 iterations for deformetrica. We execute the
proposed method with a parameter continuation scheme for the regularization parameter (the default method used in
the CPU version of CLAIRE); we report results for the proposed method corresponding to Run #28, Run #32, and
Run #36, in Table 7. We report iterations per level (“100,50” for PyCA means 100 iterations on the first level and
50 iterations on the second level), the relative mismatch after registration (mism.), and the runtime (in seconds). We
see that our GPU implementation of CLAIRE is about an order of magnitude more accurate (mismatch)
and, at the same time, up to 30× faster (fastest result for PyCA on a V100). The runs #3/14/19 for CLAIRE
correspond to the runs #28/32/36 in Table 7 (same experiment).
PyCA [65] deformetrica [26] proposed method
data run #iter mism. time run #iter mism. time run #iter mism. time
P100 V100 P100 V100 P100 V100
na02 #1 100,50 4.2e−1 1.9e1 1.1e1 #2 10 4.8e−1 1.4e2 – #3 14 2.7e−2 9.0 5.9
#4 100,100 3.4e−1 3.4e1 1.8e1 #5 25 4.0e−1 2.5e2 –
#6 300,300 2.4e−1 1.0e2 5.3e1 #7 50 3.5e−1 4.4e2 –
#8 500,500 2.1e−1 1.7e2 8.9e1 #9 100 3.2e−1 8.2e2 –
#10 1000,1000 1.9e−1 3.4e2 1.8e2 #11 300 2.8e−1 2.4e3 –
na03 #12 300,300 2.5e−1 1.0e2 5.4e1 #13 50 3.1e−1 8.4e2 – #14 17 2.6e−2 1.1e1 7.22
#15 500,500 2.5e−1 1.7e2 9.0e1 #16 300 2.5e−1 2.4e3 –
na10 #17 300,300 2.5e−1 1.0e2 5.4e1 #18 50 3.0e−1 8.3e2 – #19 17 2.0e−2 1.1e1 7.29
#20 500,500 2.2e−1 1.7e2 9.0e1 #21 300 2.5e−1 2.4e3 –
Looking at the breakdown of the CPU baseline in Figure 3, we observe that its runtime is dominated
by the application of first-order derivatives and interpolation operations. If we add the execution time of
high-order spectral derivatives (bars in dark gray in the "other" category), we see that almost all runtime
goes to differentiation and interpolation. We spend 66.44 s + 48.27 s = 114.71 s out of 146.69 s (78% of
the runtime) on computing first-order derivatives and evaluating the interpolation kernel (right plot in
Figure 3; CPU; grid size: 2563). We observe a similar behavior for the GPU implementation. For example,
we spend 5.18 s+ 4.61=9.79 s of 12.39 s (80% of the runtime) on these kernels (right plot in Figure 3; GPU;
grid size: 2563). Consequently, we expect a significant reduction in the runtime of our GPU accelerated
version of CLAIRE compared to the CPU implementation of CLAIRE if we can speed up the evaluation of
these kernels. This is precisely what we observe in Table 7.
The breakdown in Figure 4 provides additional insight. We can see that the execution time for the
first-order derivatives reduces from 5.18 s to 1.43 s (speed up of ≈ 3.5) when switching from spectral
methods to an optimized FD8 approximation (Figure 4, bottom block; yellow bars for the 1st derivative).
If we switch from cubic to linear interpolation, we see a reduction in the execution time from 4.63 s to
2.07 s (speed up of ≈ 2). The runtime of the other operations remains almost constant. So, overall we went
from a solver that is bound by the through-put of first order derivatives and interpolation operations, to a
solver that is now bound by the execution time of high-order derivatives.
4.2.2. Comparison with other GPU Implementations. Purpose: We compare the performance of our
new, improved GPU version of CLAIRE to other GPU implementations of LDDMM-type methods.
Setup: We compare the performance of the proposed method to publicly available GPU implementa-
tions of LDDMM approaches that have recently been considered by several groups [15, 16, 32, 82, 83]. The
first software package is PyCA [65]. PyCA uses gradient descent for optimization. Its interface is written
in python. The libraries and modules used for the compilation of PyCA and deformetrica are listed in
the citations [65] and [26], respectively. The second software package is deformetrica [26]; deformetrica
uses a limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method for optimization. The gradient of the
optimization problem is computed based on automatic differentiation [16]. We execute both registration
packages for the three neuroimaging data sets we used to assess the performance of the proposed method
(na02, na03, and na10 as template images and na02 as reference image). The runs are performed using
the full resolution of our data (2563). We slightly modify scripts available in the repositories of these two
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Fig. 5: Registration results. (A) We visualize the registration results for image na03 to na01. Top row: Coronal
view. Bottom row: Axial view. We show (from left to right) the template image m0(x), the reference image m1(x),
the mismatch before registration, the mismatch after registration (for deformetrica, PyCA, and our improved imple-
mentation of CLAIRE, respectively), and the determinant of the deformation gradient as well as the scalar map for the
orientation of the computed velocity vectors. The color bar for the values for the determinant of the deformation gra-
dient is limited to [0, 2] with blue/green/yellow corresponding to 0 /≈1 /≥2 (values ≥ 2 are set to 2 for visualization
purposes). The computed deformation map is locally diffeomorphic as judged by the determinant of the deformation
gradient (up to numerical accuracy; min: 4.8e−1; max: 7.5; mean: 1.0). The results reported in this figure are the
best-performing runs of those reported in Table 8 for each software. (B) Registration results for the image na02 to
na01. We show results for different iteration settings for PyCA (top row) and deformetrica (bottom row). Results
for CLAIRE are shown on the right. The numbers in red are the obtained mismatch values for the respective settings.
software packages to execute these runs (using the default parameters available in the scripts). We vary
the number of iterations for PyCA and deformetrica to make sure we (i) do not terminate early, (ii) do not
perform unnecessary iterations, and (iii) (possibly) generate the most accurate results attainable for the
default settings (subject to a reasonable iteration count/runtime). We compare these results to our fastest
implementation of the proposed method (gpu-fd8-linear; see results reported in Table 7).
Results: In Table 8, we report runtimes and relative mismatch values for all methods. We compare
these results to the best performance achieved for the proposed method for the experiments reported in
Table 7 (Run #28, Run #32, and Run #36). We showcase exemplary registration results as well as the
imaging data to be registered in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In Figure 5, we show (from left to right; coronal
views: top row; axial views: bottom row) the reference image, the template image, the initial mismatch
before registration, and the mismatch after registration for deformetrica, PyCA, and the proposed method,
respectively. We also provide point wise maps for the determinant of the deformation gradient and
a map of the orientation of the velocity field for the proposed method. Figure 6 shows image data
overlaid with the 32 gray matter labels, contours of the union of these labels overlaid onto the reference
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Fig. 6: Registration results for CLAIRE. Top row: In (A) we show the image data overlaid with the 32 gray
matter labels (datasets na03 and na01). In (B) we show the contours of the union of these labels overlaid onto the
reference and template image, respectively. In (C) we show the two contours overlaid onto the reference image before
registration and in (D) after registration (red contour: template image; green contour: reference image). The circles
show a closeup. In the bottom row we show contours before and after registration (left and right, respectively) for
five of the 32 gray matter labels visualized in (A) (top row).
and template image, respectively, and overlaid contours before and after registration. We have reported
extensive experiments in our past work [56]. In the present work, we are only interested in demonstrating
that switching to our GPU implementation (with mixed-precision accuracy) does not deteriorate the results
we get.
Observations: The most important observation is that the proposed method delivers a mismatch that
is about one order of magnitude better than PyCA and deformetrica for the default settings, with more
than one order of magnitude decrease in runtime. For the peak performance of the proposed method,
we see that our approach is 30× faster with a 6× better mismatch (comparison of Run #9 in Table 8 with
the best result obtained for the proposed method; Run #28 in Table 7). Note that PyCA uses first order
methods for optimization. Therefore, each iteration is much cheaper. In CLAIRE, we use second order
information (Newton). Our method makes more progress per iteration but also requires more work; we
need to iteratively invert the Hessian matrix to compute the search direction (i.e., solve a linear system).
Thus, time per iteration is not a good measure on its own. We need to compare how much work (runtime)
it requires to reach a certain accuracy (mismatch between the data). For the proposed method, we use con-
vergence criteria based on the relative reduction of the gradient norm. The two other methods considered
here terminate when they reach the set upper bound for the iterations. The best result is obtained for PyCA
with 1,000 gradient descent steps per level. If we would further increase the runtime (number of iterations)
we would probably obtain results that are closer to those obtained for the proposed method (in terms of
mismatch). We observe a linear increase in the runtime with respect to the number of iterations for both
considered methods. We note that the differences in accuracy between the methods can be attributed to
various factors (e.g., different optimization methods; convergence criteria; different regularization weights
and norms; different parameters for the algorithm; or different mathematical formulations). The findings
reported here are in accordance with timings reported in the literature [15,82,83]. Figure 6 shows that not
only the DICE coefficients indicate good quality od registration results, but also the label contours match
very well after registration.
5. CONCLUSIONS. We presented algorithms, analysis, and numerical experiments for an improved
GPU implementation of the CPU registration package CLAIRE for large deformation diffeomorphic image
registration. This problem is resource constrained because clinical workflows require high-throughput,
with one or more registration tasks per node. Typical image sizes fit into the memory of a single GPU
in our optimized implementation. MPI parallelism cannot help since multiple registration tasks can take
place in an embarrassingly parallel way. Therefore, our focus is on single node and, in particular, on single
device optimizations. We demonstrated over 10× speedup over state-of-the-art GPU implementations of
LDDMM registration. We showed that the problem is memory-bound but it utilizes over 50% of the peak
bandwidth and has sufficient arithmetic intensity to deliver multi TFLOP/s performance.
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